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1. Introduction: Xavier, why do you put yourself through all
this?
Entering the oasis of the Palo Alto Foundation in Poble Nou is a real treat for the senses. This former
textile factory on Pellaires street in Barcelona is an industrial space that has been converted into a
hotbed of creation surrounded by nature, which lends the scene a magical feel. This provides the ideal
setting for Xavier Claramunt’s studio.
Xavier Claramunt (Igualada, 1965) leads a multidisciplinary architecture team that has experience in
jewellery, industrial design, architecture and aerospace, among other fields. In 1990, Xavier Claramunt
founded the company alongside other colleagues under the name ADD+ Arquitectura. At the same time,
he also set up Duch Claramunt, a jewellery brand that has seen him win many awards. Since 2006, the
companies became the EQUIP Xavier Claramunt.
Since the beginning, the practice of Architecture and Interior Design has given Claramunt the required
spatial knowledge, and Industrial Design has allowed constant interaction with industries to verify the
feasibility of ideas, thus contributing towards the development of innovative techniques. Jewellery has
brought him into contact with materials, providing knowledge of their handling and proper use.
The versatility of Xavier Claramunt has seen him design a space hotel, build commercial towers in
China, and design cutlery for Ferrán Adrià. To reach this stage, or perhaps merely a result of his
permanently inquisitive nature, Claramunt studied two degrees: Aeronautical Engineering and
Architecture. He believes that architecture, with its global and imaginative perspective, helps to define
and create problems. Engineering, on the other hand, provides the skills necessary to solve these
problems.
Xavier believes that “the absence of style” is what makes his architecture stand out. His Studio doesn’t
have a physical style that can be identified in the work produced. Instead, it approaches projects through
processes and strategies that define the final form.
Claramunt entered the world of design through jewellery, which ended up influencing his approach as an
architect and designer of products in terms of his use of materials, inventiveness and immediacy. He
explains:
“The speed at which you go from a proposal to a tangible object is a pleasure. It is the craftsman’s
pleasure, which he sees as a product taking shape, and which at the end of the day brings him immense
pride”.
He admits he has a talent for mixing activities and crossing methods and processes because “in each
activity you learn something that can be applied to another activity in a very different way”. Perhaps this
was why Xavier was a little taken aback when we wanted to nominate him for the National Innovation
and Design Awards due to his contribution to design through hybridization or mixing disciplines
and scales, something he believes is “obvious”, and entirely natural. For Claramunt, the culture of
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mixing and multidisciplinary innovation is not an option, or something requiring an explanation. He sees it
as common sense.
Ferrán Adrià, for whom he designed a cutlery collection, is his most famous client. Claramunt was asked
in an interview what an architect brought to haute cuisine, and his answer sheds light on his concept of
the profession:
“If we think an architect is someone who constructs buildings, then we don’t understand anything!
However, if we see the architect as an inquisitive person, who constantly asks why people have certain
attitudes, about how things are used, about the qualities of certain materials – as someone who is a real
pain, whose constant questioning only seems to create doubts –, then we can understand a little better.
What the architect brings is the ability to think about haute cuisine from an outsider’s perspective, to see
it as physiology, to add experiences to the act of eating, either through touch via new textures for some
items of cutlery, or through smell, via a small incision to add an aromatic plant to the spoon you’re going
to use to eat some soup”.
In a conversation with his colleague Josep Bohigas, he added more arguments along the same lines:
“Due to our education, architects are very well trained to have strategic global visions, because we have
both a humanistic and a mechanical perspective. The problem is that there are still many architects that
don’t recognise this ability, because they insist on working like we did before. By entering sectors other
than architecture, I’ve discovered that this is how you find out which skills you can do well in contrast
with other sectors.
He added:
“The fundamental problem for modern architects lies in education: students have to learn to extract the
technical-humanistic education from its context and transfer it to other sectors, because if we don’t, then
architects’ offices will become a thing of the past (…) As pure architects, we’re finished. Therefore I’m
backing the multi-brand architect: the architect-carpenter, the architect-blacksmith, the architectpolitician…”.
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2. A way of working: It’s the attitude, stupid!
A key principle in Xavier Claramunt and his team’s attitude is to work without prejudices and to break
away from preconceived ideas of working for people, thus improving their quality of life and their
experiences. Escaping the routine and labels. In order to achieve these goals, they clearly believe in
prioritising the search for synergies between disciplines. Claramunt provides the following
explanation:
“A project without prejudices tends to require the involvement of professionals from outside the field of
architecture. This happens in any sector. Architecture is an increasingly complex and integrated
discipline. The ‘know-it-all’ professional, a attitude traditionally held by the architect, cannot provide the
complex answers needed in the modern world. There are professionals capable of integrating and
managing a complex group, and these are the architects we need.
This is because Xavier Claramunt’s work, in all its dimensions, requires a diverse, multidisciplinary, and
multi-tasking team modelled on his image and likeness, with all his complexity and flexibility. A team
structured around three main areas of activity:
-

AGENCY: where the daily work is done: providing services to clients, and managing income from
projects underway, mainly architectural and industrial design projects.

-

LAB: the laboratory where future visions are designed. Clients have not yet commissioned the
future project. Opportunities are discussed, and the stage is set to turn them into potential
projects.

-

ANSWERS: the distilled product of all the knowledge generated in the two previous areas, and
the transfer of this know-how through strategic consultancy with clients.

Imagination is risky because it involves a complex-free attitude to find unconventional answers.
Therefore, Equip promotes tolerance to mistakes. They believe that a disruptive perspective implies
risks, and that many ideas that emerge from the laboratory could fail. However this process comes
naturally, because it’s part of the search for truly creative solutions.
This approach means they do not feel the need to drastically change any strategic decision taken
because, in Claramunt’s words, “We change what we don’t like, we don’t just leave it there. We make
mistakes, and we fix them as quickly as possible, without delay and without beating around the bush. We
don’t have a culture of complaining, and we don’t overreact”. This habit forms part of the creators’
vocation, and is valued as part of company culture.
Tolerating mistakes also means tolerating ambiguity, because with many of the projects developed
in the LAB, the final results are uncertain. They are open itineraries, sometimes involving a great deal of
doubt, with several technical and commercial challenges to be overcome. However, they are driven
forward by the conviction that the nature of disruptive innovation involves operating within unknown
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boundaries. This demands an attitude that treats uncertainty as a source of curiosity, and not as a
source of stress.
This dynamic approach is also seen in the way Claramunt handles the emerging ideas that have some
attractive appeal. As soon as an idea is seen to have potential, and responds to an innovation
opportunity, he creates a new company that operates as a creative/financial container for the project. If it
doesn’t work out, they disable it.
Equip is a laboratory of ideas, explained in the following way: “The only thing we know how to do well is
to look at things with an uninhibited vision. We question what we’re seeing, which helps us to find
answers”. But to ask the right questions and find answers requires a method, which works on any level,
either to create a company or to design a new product.
Xavier Claramunt and his team’s way of working could be summarised by the following set of values and
principles, which they aim to apply strictly to their clients’ projects:
-

Work for people
Look without prejudices
Ask questions with no inhibitions
Find the unique qualities contained by things: the soul
Develop a new work system
Create a process and follow it rigorously
Do not impose the final result when beginning a project
Be intuitive and don’t be afraid of making mistakes
Be aware of what you know and overcome the fear of not knowing
Create a stimulating beginning to encourage progress in a certain direction
Discover an interesting characteristic and make it real: innovate
Always pinpoint a product or a strategy: We are action people
Avoid speculative processes
Learn from mistakes: constantly evolve
Xavier notes that another advantage is operating in unfamiliar sectors, where you haven’t yet
earned a reputation. You can take on more risks because there’s less to lose: “you can accept
failure because no-one expects anything from you”.
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3. Innovation through Hybridization: From a ring to a space
hotel
An architect that regularly explores the limits of architecture, and does so without inhibitions, is not
inclined to limit his craft to executing works, nor to pure and simple construction. Therefore Xavier
Claramunt speaks of “global innovation” to tap into strategies that work in other professional fields such
as economics, gastronomy or jewellery.
Claramunt’s logic seems to work in the following way: “You begin by thinking about what you need,
about what people want, and then you look for a way of making it happen. However, the first step is
putting up with criticism from people who tell you it’s impossible”. Furthermore, as Claramunt explained
in an interview published in the Innobai Magazine, the following process takes place: “when you think
outside the box, and look in a different direction, it’s perfectly normal that people’s eyes have to adjust
their focus. Until people perceive what they are focusing on clearly, things look blurry”.
The ability of knowing how to look at things with a different perspective, and his innate curiosity and
inquisitiveness to find out about what other people are doing. These qualities characterise the innovation
Xavier Claramunt applies to all his projects. This is the hybridization or mix of disciplines and scales,
which allows him to work simultaneously on a ring for Tous or on the design of a hotel in space with
Galactic Suite. The common trend is the experience he seeks to offer both parties, a unique experience
that sees the user interact with the object. To find these relationships, before any developments take
place, you have to ask questions.
Claramunt is constantly looking for questions that need answering. The LAB was the product of this
visionary tendency and positive attitude, which works on identified needs, regardless of whether his
company has been hired to find answers to them or not, in contrast to the AGENCY or ANSWERS.
Therefore, while daily projects are developed in a vessel located in the studio, another studio is home to
a group of people working without a specific commission and who explore both projects executed, to
improve possible future responses in a similar context, and work based on intuition. “They might be
projects that have a client but who, so to speak, is not yet aware that we’re working for him”.
Work is done both on hypothetical future requests and establishing models for clients they haven’t yet
come into contact with: “We work on a line of action before a specific client appears. We prepare
something unknown, and that operates as a kind of ‘pre-season’ where new ideas are put forward which
will come (or not come) to fruition”.
For practical purposes, it could be said that the LAB is a prolific project incubator. Design is seen not
only as the product concept and its formalization, but also includes the stages until the product reaches
the end consumer. The same strategies that lead to envisaging the product and producing it are applied
to marketing. A design has no individual value. It has to become a product and therefore must reach the
end user, through its sale.
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It is this product-client relationship structure, more than the discipline of design or the scale that
allows us to classify Claramunt’s projects. We can thereby highlight the following AGENCY (daily
projects with a client and set needs) areas:
Duch Claramunt was born from the union of architecture and jewellery, removing all prior formal
frameworks and based on constant revision of the way we understand a jewel. The starting points can
come from any field, showing qualities that, after being reviewed and defined, can stimulate new ideas.
The pieces move away from a traditional definition of jewellery as a decorative item and the product of a
predetermined design. This represents a creative method where the user participates with the jewel,
using it as a tool that becomes different and unique.
Faces creates products for the award-winning chef Ferrán Adrià. Alongside Miquel de Mas, Claramunt
designs Frankie, the name given to the cutlery born from rethinking the qualities of the tools that have
accompanied dining for centuries, thus meeting the needs of Adrià’s culinary delights.
Chic&Basic is a pioneering hotel management company for the low-cost hotel model. For this project,
Claramunt and his team proposed an activity experience in the hotel that enhances interaction between
the people staying in the establishment through light and an innovative room distribution. Claramunt
believes in the constant search for experiences, offering opportunities for the client – the user –, to act,
because “it certainly doesn’t disappoint”. We just need to show him or her the way and provide the tools.
In the Chic&Basic del Born hotel, clients are offered a pair of remotes to control the intensity and colour
of the light. They will have to decide if they agree, play around, or argue. A guaranteed happy ending.
SmartLiving is a new generation developer that integrates the whole business chain, from the plot to the
final sale, thus removing the middlemen. Claramunt set an objective of “affordable living” that was high
quality, and could be adapted to different clients and locations, with a final sale price below the current
market price using manufactured housing that is built quickly. In this instance, the strategy involves
building a home with basic finishing, which the user can then decide if he or she wants to complete.
In contrast, there is no a priori client in the LAB: an opportunity is identified, an argument is defined to
help sell it, the team and company are created to make the goals a reality, and these are accompanied
until the product is released on the market.
This was how the prêt-à-porter Architecture Catalogue was born, which seeks to provide fast
responses to the urgent needs of large-scale symbolic buildings as part of the work internationalization
strategy. As Claramunt explains, “recycling non-constructed works, in a catalogue with generic
implementation typologies, reduces the project implementation period and allows the client to choose the
image he or she wants to project”.
Another of the LAB’s main lines has been research into fringe settlements, which seeks to map out
bases to understand the challenges posed by settling a priori inhospitable areas.
The Sea Suite project proposes a settlement in the sea, for shallow waters near the coastline. It is a
good example of biomimicry, because the idea came from coral colonies, both due to their position and
their unique porous structure in icosahedron. The project is now in the study phase for implementation in
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the United Arabe Emirates, before the construction of the modules on land that will then be transported
to the sea where they will be anchored to the seabed.
The Galactic Suite, the proposal that has received the most media coverage from Claramunt’s portfolio,
seemingly follows this line of LAB work. The project began in 2006 to design a space hotel in low-orbit
around the Earth. This not only involves thinking about the capsule architecture, but also the whole
experience that accompanies a once in a lifetime journey, which changes your life forever.
It is this “Overview Effect” described by astronauts when they see the planet that inspires the project:
“the effect produced by the vision of the planet as a fragile miracle in space will make this person return
to Earth convinced they want to change it”. This idea drives the design of the whole space tourist
experience.
Again, Claramunt is not alone on this project. He has brought together the capacity and experience of
the European aerospace industry led by the multinational EADS ASTRIUM, to reuse existing technology
but radically changing its use and therefore the way we understand the interface with man.
Claramunt emphasises that: “It has been the innocence and the complete lack of knowledge regarding
the problems posed by a project of this nature that has given us strength and a fresh, uninhibited vision
that we’ve introduced to the dynamics of our technological partners. There are proposals that only an
outsider would think of, and this applies to all professional fields. Some will call it an intrusion. We prefer
to talk of "a breath of fresh air”.
Also in space, Claramunt fronts another project seeking multidisciplinary interaction, not only with
aerospace engineering but also with marketing, which is essential for the design of a global project.
The Barcelona Moon Team represents a huge challenge spanning numerous fields, and the key lies
not in convincing the client of the product, but of the experience that can involve a whole crowd.
Therefore the Barcelona Moon Team, led by Xavier Claramunt, embarked on a journey to the moon in
2010 as the only Spanish team in the Google Lunar X PRIZE, an international technology competition to
send a robot to the moon to travel and take photographs. This also demonstrates the feasibility of such
missions, and that people continue to regard the moon as a unique source of inspiration. The industrial
consortium includes the most important companies from the Spanish aerospace industry, including the
consultancy firm ALTRAN, EADS CASA Espacio, GMV and public institutions such as the National
Institute of Aerospace Technology, the Aerospace Technology Centre, the Polytechnic University of
Catalonia, the Alcalá University in Madrid and the China Great Wall Industry Corporation.
Finally, in RESPOSTES ("Answers" in Catalan) the client contacts Claramunt for strategy consultancy.
Respostes was designed in the LAB as a self-use tool to systemise the process for learning what the
client knows how to do, extracting a quality from this process, and creating a product. In RESPOSTES,
Claramunt analyses the client and together they find the question that needs to be answered in order to
find a solution. Answers are not given. Instead, stimulation is provided so the company itself creates
solutions from internal work with its own teams. It leads the client’s employees to question company
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dynamics, adding a critical distance that opens their eyes to a renewed and fresh vision of a wide range
of areas, from their product to the way it’s presented and sold.
This is exactly what Xavier Claramunt has been doing for the last three years in the multinational
jewellery firm TOUS, where he helps to design work protocols and to design strategies that respond to
the industrial production needs of mass consumption, thus allowing the company to renew itself from
within.
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4. Internationalization: We are glad to see you back, Mr
Claramunt
However, this whole product, this whole design, would be useless if it were simply filed away in a drawer.
In the years before the financial crisis, Xavier Claramunt began a journey that looked promising, not only
to obtain projects but also to enrich processes.
Technology has made the world a smaller place, but creativity and design allow boundaries to be
extended, approaching similar problems in very different ways, mixing processes, reinventing ways of
working, and learning.
The internationalization required in the modern world has led Xavier Claramunt to implement work
centres in China, the United Arabe Emirates, the Dominican Republic and Morocco. From these bases,
he works on multiple projects, especially architecture, but always employing the same multidisciplinary
approach, integrating design, architecture and engineering consultancy services, and project
implementation.
Now, in the same way that a frequent traveller to the same city ends up wanting to reach his hotel room,
hoping that the receptionist recognises him and says “Welcome back, Mr Claramunt”, the baggage you
have accumulated and which you bring when designing in another culture, in another country, is your
own... It is the baggage you’re familiar with, the distilled version of all the experiences you lived through.
Far from offering a reduced view of the different realities the world offers when it opens up, Claramunt’s
Mediterranean and Latin baggage allow him to be measured in terms of his exaggerated statements,
and respectful with his fresh, new vision of the culture he’s immersing himself in.
This, coupled with a sense of irony, led him to produce a catalogue of “predesigned” towers, public
buildings and unique features. This “aberration”, as it could be interpreted in architectural circles, so
obsessed by permanent innovation and by the uniqueness of their work, is a highly ironic response to
the reality of city standardisation around the world, a “critique of the uniform nature of the urban
landscape and the building typologies that populate cities the world over”, according to Claramunt.
Ironic or not, the current climate requires the internationalization of our design, which is no longer an
opportunity but an obligation. The brand of our designers abroad is a guarantee for the recognition of the
work done in our country and a legacy for new generations. And Claramunt is out there, beating the
drum.
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5. Conclusion: Did anyone understand anything?
We could say that Xavier Claramunt has a Renaissance-esque profile. He studied two degrees
(Engineering and Architecture), and has adopted a highly versatile approach to his professional career,
working in a diverse range of sectors including jewellery, industrial design, architecture and the
aerospace business. Both his education and professional experience have necessarily favoured a crosssectional perspective of the sources of opportunities.
The focus on innovation in Claramunt’s design and in his company paint a picture of a hybridizer, a
mixer, of someone who doesn’t want to be held back by the restrictions of his profession; someone who
constantly flirts with the boundaries of his craft, seeking transgressive combinations that reinvent the
architect’s role in the world. He recovers the role of a systemic architect, with a global and humanist
vision that understands his craft as something that goes beyond the construction of buildings and design,
or at least the way he goes about these things. This attitude is based on curiosity and the experience of
having moved in the intersection between sectors.
The case of Xavier Claramunt also shows how disruptive diversification sometimes responds to a
deliberate intention, driven by intrinsic motivations, “by illusion and the search for sense”, and not by
environmental or market demands. Part of this focus requires strength to overcome criticism and defend
projects against the current when operating in fields not understood by general opinion.
Another interesting aspect is his strong creative dynamism, alongside his team’s, which combined with a
high tolerance of mistakes and uncertainty, means he can move in unknown territories without inhibition,
and full of confidence in the knowledge that through learning he can achieve whatever he proposes,
even if in the short-term results are not those expected.
Claramunt’s ability to know how to combine creation and business with different cultures and logic that
reinforce and complement each other is particularly eye-catching. On the one hand, there is the
architect’s work in external markets with a heavy emphasis on service quality and exploiting
preconceived solutions, and on the other, the exploration of entirely new territories with a much higher
level of risk. This combined strategy is only viable if the architect is able to handle the “unstable balance”
created by simultaneously focusing on two forms of innovation logic that appear to contradict each other.
However, Claramunt feels comfortable with this apparent contradiction, which allows him to exploit the
synergies between the knowledge areas of multi-disciplinary teams. This reveals a particular talent to
feel comfortable in cross-sectional spaces, operating as a “project incubator”, creating, activating and
disabling quickly, based on the opportunities identified.
This dynamic, hybridising and uninhibited nature is perhaps Claramunt’s contribution to design
innovation throughout the many years of his career.1

1

The texts are extracts of an interview between Xavier Claramunt and Amalio Rey.
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6. Some products
+INFO

www.duchclaramunt.com

www.equip.com.es

www.smartliving.cat

www.galacticsuite.com

It would be impossible to feature all the products, and these probably aren’t the best examples of his
work. Of all the products Claramunt has thought up, designed or produced, who knows which ones are
the best?
These are the ones that are here. Some products.
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6. Some products
+INFO

www.duchclaramunt.com

www.equip.com.es

www.smartliving.cat

www.galacticsuite.com

These are not all of them. That would be impossible. These probably are not even the best. Having
imagined, designed or produced so many, who knows which Claramunt’s finest works are?

This art gallery, on a side street to the
Igualada city promenade, employs an
ingenious closing system allowing it to open
and turn the street into its own showcase.
There is no alternative but to stroll around
among the works of art.

GALERÍA DEL
PASSATGE
Igualada, Spain
1989
Galería del Passatge
+info
28 M2

A jewel inspired by a paperclip. More than
an item of jewellery, it is a mechanism to
allow users to embellish their appearance
however they want: a petal, flying hair, etc.
The decision about whether it should be
considered precious and worthy of being
displayed is radically personal.

Packaging to turn the act of unwrapping a
jewel into an unforgettable experience. This
container gives extra warmth to the valuable
item inside. It is a short-lived but memorable
moment. A warm first contact? A fresh first
contact?

REDUNDANT
1990

DuchClaramunt
+info
0.00045M2

TERMPACK
1992

DuchClaramunt
+info
0.0225M2
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A jewel that rises above the trivial, everyday
constant displaying. A shimmering series
awaits, hidden between three golden
washers that you can turn however you
want. You decide when to share the
beautiful interior.

ARANDELA
1992

DuchClaramunt
+info
0.000314M2

A series of containers to ensure an always tidy
place. Boxes of different sizes you can put in
different places. You just need to get it right by
freely introducing your things inside. Everything
is nicer when you draw a circle around it.

BAÑO MODORI
Igualada, Spain
1992

Domènech
+info
10.5M2

A ceramic sink and also a large container.
Built with different levels and some straight
walls that establish order and create a place
for depositing objects so they are
automatically tidied. An ideal friend for
spick-and-span people.

CONTAINER
1995

Industrias Cosmic
+info
0.36M2

It’s a… Its ambiguous nature makes you
curious. A cross between a supported
surface, a bed with waves and a sofa for
sharing. You don’t know how to use it.
There is no clear function but an invitation to
try out almost any position.

EN L’INTENT
1995

EQUIP RDi
+info
3.24M2

A compact lightbulb with a continual
cylindrical section, or almost. It doesn’t need
a contact panel. A joint divides the cylinder
in two parts; one is attached to the ceiling
and the other moves to direct the beam of
light. Without interruption, hanging from the
ceiling, above our heads.

STAGE
2000

Vibia
+info
0.034M2

This is the Bath Time stores interior design,
which adopts a chameleon strategy to
gradually change its light properties and
ensure that, despite being a long way from
sunlight, you can experience the hours
going by. Fresh mornings and warm
afternoons.

BATH TIME
Barcelona, Spain
2000

Industrias Cosmic
+info
50M2

A single-family house in a town strangely
looking north. Unusually, the roofing is a
wall, the façade facing the street is the rear
of the building, the floors are staircases…
everything to enjoy from a garden, a forest
and the south, which also exists.

CASA MUNTANER
Sta Margarida de M.,
Spain
2004
J. Muntaner, E.
Ramón
+info
400M2

A façade that screams out to you, so you
turn and look when whizzing by. A call. An
enclosure for a car dealer that closes and
wants to dazzle you from afar and which
opens and lets you take a look when you’re
near. Then it winks.

BMW MOTOR
MUNICH
Sabadell, Spain
2005
Comercial Alari
+info
6,280M2

The extension of a hotel built in a palace.
An extension that by day goes unnoticed to
not overshadow the palace – its older
brother -, and by night becomes a source of
light to illuminate the palace. The value of
its presence is its anonymity.

HOTEL HOSPES
GRANADA
Granada, Spain
2005
Hospes Hoteles
+info
7,100M2

A relationship experience between people.
Yes, it is also a hotel where the guest is
invited to interact with his partner and with
the other guests. Private activity within the
room is subtly disseminated outside. You
don’t know what’s going on, but you can feel
it.

HOTEL CHIC&BASIC
BORN
Barcelona, Spain
2006
Chic&Basic
+info
1,540M2

Items of decoration that feature gold, but let
a contemporary and prosaic material,
plastic, take centre stage. The plastic
provides consistency. The plastic gives it
colour. The plastic provides modernity. The
precious metal gives it a price.

ENROSCATS PLANS
2006

DuchClaramunt
+info
0.0006M2

Cutlery that looks like many others but is
different. A cutlery set that brings together
everything we ever wanted, but will always
be a little Frankie. You can tattoo it, engrave
it, or wrap it in silk, but don’t be fooled: it will
always be a Frankie.

FRANKIE
2006

FACES Ferran Adrià
+info
0.006M2

A hotel at the bottom of the sea. Under the
seawater, following the tides that come with
the passing day marked by the Sun and the
Moon. A settlement in man’s last limit on
earth: the sea.

SEA SUITE
2006

Galactic Suite SL
+info
700M2

A hotel that orbits Earth. The first space
hotel. It exploits existing technology to
assemble the necessary pieces and open
space up to travellers. Everyone can be an
astronaut. A settlement beyond man’s
traditional boundaries.

GALACTIC SUITE
OBT 450Kms
2006

Galactic Suite SL
+info
103M3

A catalogue of high buildings. These are the
compendium of studies on towers
undertaken out of interest, for tenders or by
commission. Don’t start from scratch with a
complex job: use each discovery made in
the past.

CATÁLOGO DE
TORRES (TOWERS
CATALOGUE)
2007

EQUIP.RDi
+info

The Flamenco Towers are a pair of towers. FLAMENCO TOWERS
Binjiang, China
In the new, expanding centre in the Chinese
2007-2010
city of Hangzhou, alongside the ultraprotected historical centre, a two-tower
complex rises up, resisting the temptation to
NeoInvest
face just one way, and looking in all
+info
directions.
125,000M2

The Beijing Tower is a tower for a hotel in
Peking. It’s an undefined object, without a
clear façade, without a single height, and
which doesn’t reveal its name, which
emerges geologically to evolve towards
prism-like forms. A gentle beginning to an
iconic development.

BEIJING TOWER
Beijing, China
2007-2010

NeoInvest
+info
21,000M2

A jewel and an ornament. A plastic tube
which allows precious materials to be
presented purely, without processing,
without window-dressing, nameless, simply
gold and simply silver. If you tell us what it
goes with, we’ll know who you are.

TUBPLASTIC
2007

DuchClaramunt
+info
0.0005M2

CERÁMICA EN
A presentation hall for Ascer, the Spanish
MOVIMIENTO
ceramics manufacturers association. What
can’t ceramics achieve? Movement! Well, (MOVING CERAMICS)
Barcelona, Spain
that’s what we’re going to do, and also
2007
make 4-engine music visible, which ripples
the ceramic tile surface.
ASCER
+info
69M2

The urban extension of a seafront hotel.
Excavated in a valley, stone walls have
been built to contain the earth and elevate
the buildings of a hotel that wants to be a
forest, because it knows that perching up
there is the only way of being able to see
the sea.

HOTEL HOSPES
PALMA
Palma de M., Spain
2008
Hospes Hoteles
+info
5,500M2

Arising from the idea that sleeping and
washing are the main activities for a tourist
in a hotel. After getting this clear, the
shower becomes the façade, creating more
light and taking advantage of the need for
intimacy to generate a sequence of
transparencies.

HOTEL ACTA MIMIC
Barcelona, Spain
2011

Acta Hotels
+info
4,700M2

Smart Living is the first company to
integrate the whole design, construction,
sales and financing process with the aim of
promoting quality housing at an ultracompetitive price. The IKEA of housing.

SMART LIVING
Barcelona, Spain
2010

Smart Living
+info

7. Press coverage
+INFO

www.equip.com.es/blogs/News_EQUIP/.es
www.galacticsuiteprocess.com/news/

A lot has been written about the work of Xavier Claramunt. Most of it has been positive. The following
pages highlight some of these articles, either because they were the first (young man!), or because they
messed up, or also because they took up a whole newspaper page and were nice to look at.
That’s what I said: some press coverage.
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2004.03.28
El Pais
Claramunt desayuna en Tiffany’s
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2007.05.06
La Vanguardia
La arquitectura sin complejos
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2007.12.24
El Periodico
Arquitectura ‘pret à porter’
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2009.11.03
The Times
Space Hotel
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2009.12.17
La Vanguardia
“Verás la Tierra desde tu habitación del hotel espacial”
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2009.03.24
Innobai
La innovación no conoce prejuicios ni complejos
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